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Affidavit of obligation example

THI§ is a public announcement** A public announcement issued on December 9, 2008 is a public announcement of a mandatory deposition/commercial shen, on the land of Quebec, the southern coast of Montreal, not a local, with a copy of the entire process, with some for blackness for a security
purpose. Please note that I am the man, Stefan Feuer™, who has the time of deposition of a commercial undertaking/memorization, full on the UCC3 amendment. Here are the debtors at LIEN™ Stefan Foyer™ and every derivative of it and John Doe 150, the Helin plaintiff is Stefan Feuer™ and every
derivative of it, it's part of the mandatory deposition/commercial memorization. The value set forth in a commercial undertaking/schiller affidavit, for the benefit of the real person, Stefan Feuer, has an unlimited amount/value in the Functional Currency of the United States, this applies to any past, present
and future commercial contract, etc., appears or is not seen, made or not done, by the debtor or by a guaranteed party or any third contract. The secured and billed person identified in the SA #031286 agreement is recorded in a UCC-1/3 funding statement/amendment in the state of Maine. Debtor Stefan
POIRIER™ is in breach of contract security agreement 031286-SA And Poirier's authorized representative Stefan poirier™ is shown in a power of attorney's reproach #POA 031286SP. I come in peace, without malicious intent. Without prejudice, all rights reserved. Thank you. TMS is a public notice **
Stefan Poirier StauberQuebcc Non domestic A Security (15 US Q Affidavit of Commercial Undertaking Schiller VSSEC Flag Tracking Not a Point of Law (This is a Simple Verified Statement of Fact) Charming: All men and women know that the foundation of law and commerce exists in telling the truth,
The whole truth, and nothing more than the truth. Truth as a valid statement of reality is sovereign in commerce. A non-resolarian affidavit stands as truth in commerce. Affidavit that does not trust acts as a judgment in commerce. guaranteed – all human beings will have a remedy according to the law. if a
drug does not exist, or I an existing drug has been subverted.^ Then one can create a cure for themselves and grant it with x,^ ., credibility by expressing it in their affidavit. (Ignorance of the law may be an excuse, but it is not a justifiable reason for the end of committing a crime when the law is easily and
easily available to anyone making a reasonable effort to study the law.) All corporate governance is based on commercial affidavits. Commercial contracts, commercial elves and commercial hardships, therefore, governments cannot exercise the power to delete commercial processes. The legitimate
political power of a corporate being depends entirely on holding commercial bonds A public risk that no Bond means any responsibility, means there is no power of official signing, means there is no real corporate political power, saying there is no right to run laws as the corporate vehicle. Corporate legal
power is secondary to commercial evenings. The case law is not a responsible substitute, not Bond. Municipal corporations that include cities, provinces, states and national governments have no commercial reality without bonding of the entity, its composition (laws), and its effects (making its rulings).
With the exception of a jury, it is also a fatal offense for any person, even a judge, to harm or delete, without a counter-affidavit or any commercial proceeding based on an affidavit. Non-jury judgments and judicial orders originate from a limited liability entity called a municipal corporation, and therefore
must be strengthened by a commercial affidavit and a commercial liability bond. Foreclosure in a swift (non-jury) verdict without commercial bail is a violation of commercial law. Governments cannot establish rulings or unrelated laws governing trade, free corporate citizens or solely controlled without
suspending trade by a general declaration of martial law. This is a tax scam to use courts to settle a dispute/dispute which can be settled peacefully outside or without the court. An official (court officer, policeman, etc.) must prove that he/she is separately cohesive in order to use a summary process. An
official who damages, twitches, cancels or bridges a contract obligation or the impact of a commercial schiff for no appropriate reason becomes a ceiling debtor and his property becomes invincible as a commitment to ensure the dimming. Breach of pounds (confiscation violation) and rescue is a felony. It
is against the law for a judge to remove, dismiss, dissolve or reduce a commercial shen. Only a prosecutor has sued Leanne or a jury can disperse a commercial ceiling. A message on page 1 of 4 for agents is a message to the manager; A message to the manager is a message to agents. Public risk of
corporate agents All officials are required by federal, state and municipal law to provide the name, address and phone number of their linking company and the policy number of the Agg and, if necessary, a copy of the policy describing the bonding coverage of their specific job performance. Failure to
provide this information constitutes corporate and limited insurance fraud (I S USC) and constitutes evidence and grounds for personally imposing value on the clerk to ensure his public oath and service in office. Parties: Stefan^Feuer™ / Leanne sues C/o Box •^MNflPMMHQptblvil St-Hubert, Quebec,
non-local Leanne Dahtor(s): STEPHANE EQIRIER™ c/o BOX 40p J ST-HUBERT, Quebec. J3Y Canada Other Parties / Leanne Owe(s): John Makes 1-50 The claims stem from the conduct of Leanne Owes regarding breach of contract (security agreement #031286SA) and conduct of doing business as
STEPHANE P O O r l E R ™ ~1. 2. Stefan's Family Poirier had a boom on • WfiB 1968. Son in Emery and Lillian's blood. Emery of the Feuer family was born in 1942, the son of Hector and Marie Ange. 3. Lillian from the family was Boom Ontiff, 1942. Phillip and Yvette's blood daughter. In ^^^^ is a mutual
fund™ acting as an effective Stefan Feuer™ as a holding trust for the real god created. 5. Owe Lianne STEPHANE POIRIER™ or any derivative of which is sometimes confused with a secure party in various forms (e.g. UCC-1 and/orPPSA and/or any other documents) are listing both parties, The debtor
and the guaranteed party as the name of the entire capital (STEPHANE POIRIER™ or any derivative of it), keep in mind that the real contract detailing the parties properly is in the security agreement #031286-SA and sometimes the debtor shamir can serve as a secure siding, but must be produced
according to line number four (4) above. 6. Stefan Feuer™ is the sole beneficiary of stephane POIRIER™ and is the only party with a valid power of attorney that is upon all others. ™ Ji^pStephane f^UpPoirier™) is the only legitimacy; A claimant of all revenues, products, bodies, etc. o: STEPHANE
POIRIER™ aHlBhand is also exempt from the levy. 8. Documents made by the man named Stefan of the Poirier family, for the sewing debtor and/or claims that Shiv are considered right and proper to the best knowledge of the man, Stefan Poirier™; Even if a small error occurs, the only one who can
throw and/or match any document bearing the defendant's name or lying debtor is the man himself even if the documents were not made by the man, Stefan Foyer™. .9 . Leanne Owe, STEPHANE POIRIER™ and any derivative of this and the Sewer Claim, Stefan Poirier™ and any derivative of this have
a trademark notice of the joint copyright law worth fifty million ($50,000.000.000)in functional currency of the United States (request document #NCLT-031286-SP for details). Debtor Leanne, Stefan poirier™ is in breach of security agreement #031286-SA. Stefan Feuer™ is a transmitter instrument of Her
Majesty that was not created by God, nor is he flesh and blood, alive and breathing, man; He's just a commercial fiction and kim just for that purpose. 10. 11. Page 2 of 412. Leanne argues, Stefan Feuer™, asseries the right that he is a child of God and a free man. They are God; They are between me
and God; Or There is a document on whose face the verifiable signature of God can be found. Failure to fulfill any of the four requirements mentioned above means that all claims of authority are abandoned and/or are an illegal act of fraud and/or extortion (this is a claim of privilege™, it gives a legal
excuse to the #031286#031286. Proof of charges: 1. Leanne Owe confirms that Stefan's family Poirier was born o^Hfj^, Emry and Lillian. If there's no denial at this happy time. 1968, son in the blood of 2. Leanne Owe confirms that Emery's poirier family was born on flMMPH in 1942, his son in the blood of
Hector and Marie Ange. If there's no denial at this happy time. 3. Leanne The Debtor confirms that Lillian's family^BBP was born in 1942. Phillip and Yvette's blood daughter. If there's no denial at this time happy 4. Leanne The Debtor confirms that STEPHANE POIRIER™•H^pis Pubic Foundation which
acts as effective for Siephane Poirier™ acts as a holding trust for the real God created by man, Stefan Poirier. If there's no denial at this happy time. 5. Leanne must confirm that stephane stitching debtor POIRIER™ or any derivative of it is sometimes confused with a secure party in various forms (e.g.
UCC-1 and/or PPSA and/or any other documents) they list both sides, The debtor and the guaranteed party as the name of the entire capital (STEPHANE POIRIER™ or any derivative of it), keep in mind that the real contract detailing the parties properly is in the security agreement #031286-SA and



sometimes the sewer debtor can be used as a secure side, but should be in accordance with line number four (4) above. If there's no denial at this happy time. 6. Leanne owes af Inns that Stefan Poirier™ is the sole contributing beneficiary of POIRIER STEPHANE™^HBB (ftrust and is the only party with
valid power of attorney that is authorized by all others. 7. Leanne the Debtor confirms that Stefan Feuer™ (Joseph Stephen Philippe Feuer™) is the sole legitimacy of all revenues, products, accessories, and similar to STEPHANE POIRIER™ and is also exempt from the levy. If there's no denial at this
happy time. 8. Leanne must confirm that all documents made by the man named Stefan of the Poirier family, for the Shamir debtor and/or claims that Shiv are considered right and proper to the best knowledge of the man. Stefan Poirier™; Even if a small error occurs, the only one who can throw and/or
match any document that bears the name of the claimer to the product or who is lying is the person himself even if the documents were not made by the man, Stefan Feyer™. If there's no denial at this happy time. 9. Leanne the debtor confirms that the debtor will be. Stefan ™ and every derivative of it and
a stitch-up claim. Stefan Feuer™ every derivative of it has of a trademark of the Joint Copyrighted Law worth $US50 million ($50 million, 000,000.000.00) usd in U.S. functional currency (request document # NCLT-031286-SP for details). If there's no denial at this happy time. 10. Leanne must confirm that
The Shamir Debtor, STEPHANE POIRIER™ is in violation of security agreement #031286-SA. If there's no denial at this happy time. 11. Leanne the Debtor confirms that STEPHANE POIRIER™ is a transmitter instrument of Her Majesty that was not created by God, and is also flesh and blood, living and
breathing to be, man; He's just a commercial fiction and kim just for that purpose. If there's no denial at this happy time. 12. Leanne owes aifirms that sewing claim. Stefan Feuer™, asserts the right that he is a child of God and a free man, and therefore any person who wishes to assert any authority over
me must first prove that they exist above God; They are God: they are between me and God; Or they have a document on his face that can be found in God's validable signature. Failure to fulfill one of the four requirements mentioned above means that all claims of authority are abandoned and/or are an
illegal act of fraud and/or extortion (this is a claim that page 3 of 4 of the right, it gives a legal excuse to the man, Stefan Feuer™, see also Security Agreement #031286-SA). If there's no denial at this happy time. Notice herein is given that Leanne must have three (3) days to refute, deny, or otherwise
prove illegal the above claims. Failure to deny, deny or other proof is that any claim will be construed as a failure to refute, deny or otherwise prove all claims. Shelf Ring: An account in the immediate matter consists of the value of Slephane Poirier's lifetime work™ and the value of the security agreement
(031286-SA) is estimated at a commercial rate of unlimited quantity/value in U.S. functional currency. Security: Certainty of the value of a mandatory deposition/commercial shen is all debtor's assets, His land and personal property, birth certificate, driver's license, social security number, passport, etc.,
and all of the right, right, ownership and interest of the debtor in such assets, land and personal property, which were owned and next purchased, existing and awari, and everywhere located in the world, is fully described in Security Agreement No. 031286-SA from the third day of the 12th month in 12000.
Parties must contact the debtor to ascertain the financial relationship and contractual obligations related to this commercial transaction, identified in the security agreement mentioned above. This filing adjustment is in agreement with UCC §§ I 103 and i-104 and Common Resolution House 192 of June 5.
1933 and in Canada, order in the Council of April 10, 1933 (Public Policy). I, Stefan Feuer™, confirm Myself a full and unlimited commercial responsibility that I read the Hanel affidavit and I know the content to be true, true, and complete, and not misleading, the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth. ןפטס רבג , יתימאה , שיאה  ילש , רשקה  איה  ילש  הלימהש  יפכ   Poirier™, תורומש תויוכזה  לכ   c/o BoxflHfct 4^:&lt;MMtoo i= v,;= st-hubert,= quebec,= [j3y= flfcj= non= domestic= personally= appeared,= the= man,= stephane= poirier= personally= known= to= us= (or= proved= to= us= on= the= basis= of=
satisfactory= evidence= of= identification}= to= be= a= person= whose= name= is= subscribed= to= the= within= instrument(s)fdocument(s)= and= acknowledged= to= us= that= he= executed= the= same= in= his= authorized= capacity,= and= that= by= his= signature= on= the= instrument= the= person=
or= the= entity= upon= behalf= oj= which= the= person= acted,= executed= that= instrument/document.= date:= c-g'=&gt;^: תמאמ ךיראת : : - \ / /^/ : c...',. • . ךיראת .םולשל  לבונ  סרפ  ול  קנעוה  םלועה , ףולא  ראותה  תא  לביקש  רחאל  ב-2015 ,  . 4 לש דומע 4   : : Affidavit of non-response I, Stefan Poirier, a man who was
migrants in the city of St. Hubert, Quebec, say that as of December 1. 2008, that there was no written response to a mandatory/commercial schiller affidavit for STEPHANE POIRIER written by Stefan Poirier, on November 26, 2008, for STEPHANE POIRIER in violation of the contract, Security Agreement
#031286-SA, St. Hubert City, Quebec. I, Stefan Feuer™ acknowledge my unlimited commercial responsibility that I read the Hanel affidavit and I know that the content is true, true and complete, and not misleading, the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. As my word is my bond, Stefan
Feuer™, a man created by God a secure party, in fact, appeared personally, the man, Stefan Feuerer, who is personally familiar to us (or proved to us on the basis of satisfactory identification evidence) as a person • whose name is Risch as a subscribe to the documents of interest and recognized to us
that he performed it in his competent capacity, and that in order to sign the person or entity on his beshot, he made this document. Authentication: SCO? Date: /r~'- c &gt; Verifier: Date: AjZ/) y 0' - Notice of malfunction and opportunity to cure Paee 1 of 2 Notice of Guilt and Opportunity to Heal Sides:
Stefan Poirierm / Leanne Sues St. Hubert, Quebec, not local Leanne Owe(s): Stefan POIRIER™ C/O BOXtttfllST-HUBERT, Quebec, J3Y Canada 079570 2008 -12- o 1 Blvd., -AHfiefour St. Hubert St. Hubert. QC J3Y 7RO Other Parties/ Leanne Must(s): JOHN makes a 1-50 affidavit of duty/commercial
memorization, a public notice was given on November 26, 2008 on www.idocpub.com and on the UCC3 amendment in the state of Maine. My statement, Stefan Poirier, in his commercial sworn&lt;/MMtoo&gt; with unlimited warranty, continues in good faith, to be of considering countries: the facts
contained herein are true, correct, and complete and not misleading about the best of the statementFirsthand knowledge and understanding help me God, under penalty of international commercial law. As my word is my relationship, Stefan Feuer™, a man appeared in person, the man, Stefan Feuer, who
is personally familiar to us (or proved to us on the basis of satisfactory identification evidence) as the person whose name we licensed to the documents of interests and recognized that he performed it in his competent capacity, and in his record on the document, person or entitv on whose be record the
person acted, carried out the same document. Date: Date: LQ-&amp;; Page 2 of 2 Notice of Malfunction and Opportunity to Cure Statement of Facts 1. On 11/26/08 STEPHANE POIRIER/Lien Debtor received mandatory deposition/commercial shen service. 2. STEPHANE POIRIER/Lien Debtor as of
December 1, 2008 did not respond to a commercial mandatory/false affidavit and did not affect the drug. 3. 4. Stefan Poyer/Leanne Owes Guilty. As an act of law STEPHANE POIRIER/ Lien Debtor by indeculation of mandatory affidavit/ commercial lie causes affidavit of duty / commercial schiller to
become account owed. An opportunity to heal in the event that STEPHANE POIRIER/Lien must of failure to take the proposed drug in an affidavit of duty was oversight, error or otherwise unintentional, Stephane Poirier/Lien plaintiff grants STEPHANE POIRIER/Lien owed three (3) days, exclusive of
reception day, to cure the malfunction and affect the drug. Non-healing shall constitute, as an act of law, a final admission of duty by STEPHANE POIRIER/Lien through a changed procurement to an affidavit of duty/commercial schiller and the whole matter will be considered resjudicata and staring
decisis. Comment from STEPHANE POIRIER/LIEN DEBTOR must be submitted on Stephane Poirier/Lien Claimant just as provided: Stephane Poirier c/o Acceptor _»Blvd, St-Hubert, Quebec [J3Yj~ Stephane Poirier/Lien Claimant awaits STEPHANE POIRIER/Lien Debtor's scheduled response. Given
under my hand and stamping it on the first day of December, 2008. By: Stefan Feuer™ The affidavit of a no-comment claim I, Stefan Feuer, a man staying in the city of Saint-Hubert, Quebec, says that as of December 4, 2008, Because there was no written response to the notice of malfunction and
opportunity for healing for STEPHANE POIRIER written by Stefan Feuer, on December 1, 2008, for STEPHANE POIRIER in breach of contract, security agreement #031286-SA, St. Hubert™ Quebec. True and complete, and not misleading, the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. As my word
is my bond, Stefan Feuer™, a man created by God a secure party, a lawyer actually personally The person, Stefan Poyer, who is personally familiar to us (or proved to us on the basis of satisfactory identification evidence) as a person whose name is the same as the persons he acted on, performed the
same in his competent capacity, and, in his record of the document, person or entity on which the person acted, carried out the same document. Truth: L( /date: .,, Validation: Date: T L 'O-CL V^-? Date: (B 1 of 2 Default Party Announcement: Stefan Feuer™ /Lien Claimant St-Hubert, Quebec, Not Local
Leanne Must(s): STEPHANE PQ1RIER™ C/O BOX^HI ST-HUBERT, Quebec, J3Y Canada r 0795T? T LVD, SAfNT-HUBERT.OC J3Y 7F Other Parties / Leanne Must(s): JOHN makes a 1-50 affidavit of commercial duty/falsehood, a public notice was given on November 26, 2008 on wwvv.idocpub.com
and on the UCC3 amendment in the state of Maine. My statement, Stefan Feuer, in his commercial sworn with unlimited liability, continues in good faith, to have good faith and states: the facts contained herein are true, correct, complete, and not misleading the best of Declarant's firsthand private
knowledge and understanding So-help-me-God under penalty of international commercial law. As my word is my relationship, *-•'•Stefan Feuer™, a man appeared in person, the man, Stefan Feuer who is personally familiar to us (or proved to us on the basis of satisfactory identification evidence) as a
person whose name is the same as the documents located and admitted to us that he performed it in his competent capacity, and in his record on the document, person or entity on which the person acted, performed the same document. Truth: i CV Date: •(X.' Date: .,.,-c 1£1P Page 2 of 2 Notice of
Default Statement of Facts 1. 2. 3. On 12/01/08 STEPHANE POIRIER/Lien Debtor was notified of a malfunction/opportunity to heal. STEPHANE POIRIER/LIEN DEBTOR As of December 4, 2008, it did not respond to a malfunction/opportunity notice to cure and did not affect the drug. Stefan
Feuer/Leanne The Debtor is default. According to the terms and conditions of the early shekel and notice of guilt, you are obligated in time and good faith to respond or give a correct answer with proof of your claim. Your failure to do so is a failure to indeclut and places you in default. By your default, you
are considered indignation, breach of public trust, ag and/or ministerial duty to do what is right, which you have immediately more than waived, yielding any claim to your original claim. This matter is a fermentation of looks and res judicata and must shiv are inciting by their non-elevation. Given under my
hand and seals it on the fourth day of December, 2008. • By: Stefan Feuer™/Leanne Plaintiff
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